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ABSTRACT

Cognitive radio (CR) is a paradigm for wireless communication in which a 

wireless node changes its transmission or reception parameters to communicate

efficiently avoiding interference with licensed or unlicensed users. The utilization

of spectrum is one of the critical issues in development of cognitive radio.

Therefore, channel selection algorithm is developed to select the best operating band

which can maximize the total system performances. This project study the

spectrum co-existence between IEEE 802.16a and 802.11b network in the same

un-licensed band using cognitive radio technique. A channel selection algorithm is

proposed to improve the secondary user's throughput and avoid interference with

primary user. NS2 simulation model is presented to evaluate the channel selection

in scenarios with co-existing IEEE 802.16a and 802.11b networks.PTTA
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ABSTRAK

Radio kognitif ialah suatu paradigma untuk komunikasi radio dimana nod

radio menukar penyiaran and penerimaan parameter untuk berkomunikasi secara

berkesannya dengan menjauhkannya dari gangguan pengguna lesen atau tanpa lesen.

Penggunaan spektrum adalah salah satu isu-isu yang kritikal dalam pembangunan

radio kognitif. Oleh sebab itu, prosedur pemilihan saluran diuruskan untuk memilih

jaluran operasi dimana ia boleh mengoptimumkan prestasi sistem dengan lengkapnya.

Projek ini adalah mengkaji spekrum wujud bersama antara jaringan IEEE 802.16a

and 802.11b dalam satu jaluran yang tidak berlesen dengan menggunakan teknik

radio kognitif. Prosedur pemilihan saluran dikemukakan supaya boleh

mempertingkatkan pemprosesan pengguna kedua dan mengelakkan gangguan

dengan pengguna pertama. Model simulasi NS2 digunakan untuk menilai

pemilihan saluran dalam senario yang wujud bersama antara jaringan IEEE 802.16a

dan 802.11b.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The idea of cognitive radio (CR) was first presented officially in an article by

Joseph Mitola III and Gerald Q. Maguire in 1999. It was a novel approach in

wireless communications that Mitola later described as [1]: The point in which

wireless personal digital assistants (PDAs) and the related networks are sufficiently

computationally intelligent about radio resources and related computer-to-computer

communications to detect user communications needs as a function of use context,

and to provide radio resources and wireless services most appropriate to those needs.

In wireless communication, the most valuable resource is the available radio

frequencies. The dramatic increase in wireless services today aggravates the

scarcity of the spectrum resource. However, regulatory bodies such as Federal

Communications Commission in US and Ofcom in UK found that most of the radio

frequency spectrum was inefficiently utilized [2]. The utilization of the spectrum

range is from 15% to 85%. This is because of the spectrum access problem at

which spectrum resource is available but its use is compartmented by traditional

policies based on traditional technologies. On the other hand, several spectrums

such as ISM/unlicensed spectrum are densely occupied with high interference

conditions. This situation creates an imbalance in spectrum utilization and led to

researching new technologies providing better utilization of the spectrum usage.
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Spectrum scarcity problem can be overcome by proposing an opportunistic

spectrum usage approach in which frequency bands that are not being used by

licensed users utilized by CR users and their transmission must not interfere at all

with the assigned service. This paradigm for wireless communication is known as

CR.

Cognitive radios, usually based on software defined radio (SDR) techniques

to detect the current spectrum, sense the spectrum holes and adjust the parameters

such as frequency power and transmission rate in order to use the spectrum more

efficiently and economically. According to [3], spectrum utilization depends

strongly on time and place.

CR schemes enable spectrum coexistence between short-range WiFi and

long-range WiMAX radios. Co-existence of these wireless services in the same

unlicensed ISM band is motivated by the need for more efficient use of spectrum.

1.2 Channel Selection Strategy

Channel selection strategy governs how secondary users decide its operating

band and what triggers a change of the operating band. These secondary users

follow CSMA/CA to access the operating band and assume secondary users have the

capability of sensing the spectrum and willingness of terminating the current

transmission whenever the primary user returns. Each secondary user initially

decides its operating band randomly. Over an operating band, each network tries to

transmit and received packet within a network. If the corresponding primary user

who owns the selected channel does not return within the time slot, the transmission

is successful. On the contrary, if primary user returns, the secondary have to select

another available primary band.
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1.3 Problem Statement

Due to its global availability, Industry Scientific and Medical (ISM)

unlicensed band nowadays is very congested as more and more companies produce

products that uses the 2.4GHz portion of the radio spectrum. For example,

Bluetooth, microwave oven, WiFi and Zigbee. A lot of spectra have been assigned

for licensed use, but actually spectrum is more congested in urban area and hardly

used in rural areas. Some licensed services only operate in a few locations and

cause wastage of spectrum. High interference and throughput performance

degradation experienced by primary user due to secondary user's access of its

primary band. Retransmission probability is high when secondary users are

required to terminate the current transmission immediately after the corresponding

primary user return. However, if the secondary user chooses to wait the primary

users become inactive again, it will cause the long transmission period. Thus,

channel selection algorithm is developed to select the best operating band which can

maximize the total system performances in the co-existence of WiMax and WiFi.

1.4 Objectives

The main objectives of this project are:

• To investigate the dynamic spectrum sharing between WiMax and WiFi.

Dynamic spectrum sharing increase the efficiency of spectrum usage, which

allows unlicensed secondary users to dynamically access the licensed bands

from legacy spectrum holders on an opportunistic basis.

• To determine the best channel selection for CR using Network Simulator

version 2 (NS2).
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1.5 Scopes

This project is entirely simulation project using operating system Fedora

Core-4 (FC-4). There are two approaches will be used in this project which is

simulation using NS-2 and it follow by the trace file analysis.

There will be few steps to develop the co-existence of WiMax and WiFi

scenario. Firstly, develop a suitable WiMax model follow by WiFi model. The

parameters of both the model must be classified before the model is developed.

Next is co-exist both model to create the co-existence of WiMax and WiFi scenarios.

The final step is applies the channel selection algorithm in the co-existence model to

enable dynamic spectrum sharing.

1.6 Project Report Outline 

Chapter 2 covers an overview of CR technology and elaborated WiMax and

WiFi device in detail. It also included some previous study regarding to dynamic

channel selection and spectrum sharing.

Chapter 3 explains the process of the whole project from installing the Linux

operating system until testing work in NS-2.

Chapter 4 shows the result of simulation in NS-2 and network simulation

(NAM). The environment animation captured using NAM and the results are

analyzed from trace files using trace graph.

The final chapter, chapter 5 summarized the work that has been done and

proposals of future works that can be developed to enrich the testbed environment.
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction To CR

CR technology is introduced to overcome the spectrum scarcity problem and

enables a network to use a spectrum in a dynamic manner. The definition of CR as

state in [2] is as follow:

"A CR is a radio that can change its transmitter parameters based on interaction with

the environment in which it operates (Akyildiz et al, 2006)".

According to [4], the prime objectives of CR network are:

• Highly reliable communications whenever and wherever needed,

• Efficient utilization of radio spectrum

CR techniques try to utilize the spectrum holes that exist in the spectra in

time. The CR enables the usage of temporally unused spectrum, which is referred

to as spectrum hole or white space. If this band is further used by a licensed user,

the CR moves to another spectrum hole or stays in the same band, altering its

transmission power level or modulation scheme to avoid interference as shown in

Figure 2.1.
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time and space, the CR should keep track of the changes of the radio environment.

If the current spectrum band in use becomes unavailable, the spectrum mobility is

performed to provide a seamless transmission.

2.1.3 Reconfigurability

Reconfigurability is the ability to change operating parameters, such as

operating frequency, transmission power and modulation without changing the node

hardware [2]. This capability enables the CR to adapt easily to the dynamic radio

environment. For the operating frequency, a CR is able to change it operating

frequency based on the information about the radio environment. Transmission

power can be reconfigured with the power constraints. Power control enables

dynamic transmission power configuration within the permissible power limit. The

CR reduces the transmitter power to a lower level if higher power operation is not 

necessary ,to allow more users to share the spectrum and to decrease the interference.

For the modulation, a CR reconfigures the modulation scheme in order to adapt user

requirement and channel condition.

2.1.4 Cognitive Radio Functionality

The main functions of CRs are summarized according to [2] as follows:

i. Spectrum sensing: For nodes operating in CR network, the first step of

operation is discovering spectrum opportunities. Spectrum sensing is

the technique used by secondary users to detect an unused primary

spectrum for its use, such that it will not interfere the primary user.

Spectrum sensing technique should be able to detect unused primary

spectrum not only in secondary transmitter but also in secondary receiver

so that collision and minimum interference can be achieved. Several

algorithms varies from simple techniques such as transmitter detection, to
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scheme that requires signalling exchange between user in cooperative

detection, and more complex techniques such as interference-based

detection.

Spectrum management: It is the technique used by secondary user to

decide the best spectrum for the communication requirements. After

identifying several unused primary spectrum, decision on which primary

spectrum should be used is done. Primary spectrum can be categorized

on several parameters such as interference level, allowable interference

threshold, channel error rate, spectrum utilization including mean holding

time and power constraint (data rate limitation).

Spectrum mobility: When a primary user becomes active, or the

performance in a primary band becomes too poor (due to reasons such as

interference or too many users), secondary users operating in its primary

band has to vacate the band and move to a new one. Spectrum mobility

is the technique used by secondary user to change spectrum in order to get

a free or better spectrum without foiling ongoing communication. The

nature of dynamic channel allocation is there within the CR technique, so

that seamless spectrum handoff could be achieved.

Spectrum sharing is the technique used to accommodate secondary users 

with fairness on spectrum occupancy. This can be viewed as analogous

to Medium Access control (MAC) problem in existing system. However

difficulties here differ to a great extent in that a CR enabled network has a 

wide number of primary bands available to choose from sharing along

with primary users.
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2.2 Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMax)

Cognitive radios have been advanced as a technology for the opportunistic

use of under-utilized spectrum wherein secondary devices sense the presence of the

primary user and use the spectrum only if it is deemed empty. The distinguishing

aspect of cognitive radios is the ability to sense the primary user and modify their

transmission parameters to avoid interference to the primary. In CR schemes, we

explore spectrum co-existence between short-range of WiFi and long range of

WiMax radios.

2.2.1 WiMax (IEEE 802.16)

WiMax is one of the hottest broadband wireless technologies around today.

It is a metropolitan area network technology whose goal is to provide last mile

broadband wireless access to the general population [6]. It expected to deliver

broadband access services to customers in an economic way. WiMax provide

broadband wireless connectivity to fixed, portable and nomadic devices, and it is

designed for outdoor, long-range and carrier-class application, with high throughput

in NLOS propagation environments. One base station can connect to several towns

as it has a wide coverage area, it can also connect to multiple subscriber station and

provide a connection to remote area. The link from 802.16 base stations (BS) to

subscriber station (SS) is called the downlink (DL) and the link from SS to BS is

called the uplink (UL). WiFi hotspots can get a connection to internet via a 

connection to the subscriber station.

2.2.2 How the WiMax Works

A WiMax tower station can connect directly to the internet using a high

bandwidth or wired connection. It also can connect to another WiMax tower using

a line-of-sight (LOS) microwave link. The connection to second tower is referred
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such as in offices or hotspots, WiMax can transfer around 72 Mbps over a distance of

3Km to thousands of users from a single base station.

The 802.16a provides wireless, last-mile broadband access over the frequency

bands below 11 GHz to connect homes, businesses and wireless LAN hot spots.

802.16a greatly improves non-line-of-sight performance, and it is the most

appropriate technology available when obstacles such as trees and buildings are

present. Stations can be mounted on homes or buildings rather than towers on

mountains.

802.16a provides flexibility not possible with wired services, such as

high-speed backhaul for events such as trade shows, with hundreds or even

thousands of 802.11 hot-spot users. On-demand connectivity also could benefit

businesses such as construction companies that have sporadic or nomadic

connectivity needs.

A laptop and desktop computers are connected via wired Ethernet or 802.11

WiFi access points located throughout the campus. An 802.16a directional antenna

provides the connection from the business to a service provider's cell tower. Even

there is no LOS between the antenna and the tower, signal still can be received after

it reflects off buildings or other obstructions and reaches the tower indirectly. At

the base station, 802.16a technology correctly interprets the information even though

reflections distort the radio frequency signal.

Technical aspects of 802.16a that are instrumental in powering robust

performance include it support for licensed and license-exempt band operation below

11 GHz. It has a high spectral efficiency, which reduce carriers costs and improves

users' experience. 802.16a also support for advanced antenna techniques to

improve range and capacity. For more reliable transmission, forward error

correction and space/time coding to enhance performance in fading environments is

used. 802.16a technology also provides low latency for delay-sensitive services
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2.3.2 The 802.11 Physical Layer

The main technologies are used for wireless communications which is Radio

Frequency (RF) and InfraRed (IR). RF is located in the 2.4GHz ISM-band and

capable of being used for NLOS and longer distance situations. IR is not a useful

technology for use in a WLAN system since it is used for short distance

communications.

There are two methods of spread spectrum modulation used within the

unlicensed 2.4 GHz frequency band: frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) and

direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS). Spread spectrum is ideal for data

communications because it is less susceptible to radio noise and creates little

interference and it is used to comply with the regulations for use in the ISM band.

By using frequency hopping, the 2.4 GHz band is divided into 75

1-MHz-channels. FHSS allows for a less complex radio design than DSSS but

FHSS is limited to a 2-Mbps data transfer rate, the reason for this are the FCC

regulations that restrict sub-channel bandwidth to 1 MHz, causing many hops which

means a high amount of hopping overhead. For wireless LAN applications, DSSS

is a better choice. DSSS divides the 2.4 GHz band into 11 channels. Channels

used at the same location should be separated 25 MHz from each other to avoid

interference. This means that only 3 channels can exist at the same location. FHSS

and DSSS are fundamentally different signalling mechanisms and are not capable of

interoperating with each other. Figure 2.6 shows the three non-overlapping DSSS

channel.
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2.5 Reactive Channel Selection Techniques

Reactive CR techniques are based on channel sensing of transmit parameters

such as frequency, power and time occupancy. There are three channel selection

techniques for channel selectivity with avoidance interference as stated in section

below.

2.5.1 Dynamic Frequency Selection (DFS)

Dynamic frequency selection is also called dynamic channel selection. DFS

is used to prevent a device from accessing a specific band if it is in use and to present

co-channel interference of the primary user from a secondary user. DFS detects

other devices using the same radio channel and it switches operation to another

channel if necessary. DFS is responsible for avoiding interference with other

devices, and must be able to detect a primary user above a detection threshold of

-62dBm [15]. For 802.11b devices, it can dynamically switch channels based on

interference level in available sub-bands. Radio nodes scan all the channels in the

service band and select the channel with lowest received signal strength indicator for

data transmission. In an 802.11b network, channel selection is done by the AP [12],

which periodically scans the spectrum band for channels with lower interference

levels. If the AP in the hotspot selects a new channels and all clients in the hotspot

will be notified by broadcast a message and immediately switch to the same new

channel that AP selected. A new channel is used only if interference power of a 

clearer channel is at least 10% less than current interference level to prevent

unnecessary channel switching.

In [5], channel selection is based on primary user activities and throughput

threshold. The secondary user changes its operating band when it detects the

primary user activity over the operating band. When primary user become active in

a primary band occupied by secondary users, the secondary user can either become

silent or sense the band until primary user become inactive again or change to

another available band, as shows in Figure 3.12.
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